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Airship on the DOX Centre’s Roof to be Christened by 
International Writers and Artists 

A unique architectural intervention has appeared on the roof of the DOX Centre 
for Contemporary Art, inspired by the elegant lines of early twentieth-century 
airships. The 42-metre long steel and wood structure will become a new place 
for encounters between contemporary art and literature. The Gulliver airship’s 
programme will be launched on 10 – 11 December by internationally acclaimed 
writers Azar Nafisi and Patrik Ouředník. 

This unique monumental architectural intervention in the 
shape of an airship was inspired by the idea to invade the 
DOX Centre’s modern industrial building with a “parasitic” 
structure that would contrast with its existing architecture. 

In 2013 the DOX Centre’s director, Leoš Válka, contacted 
internationally acclaimed architect Martin Rajniš, the 2014 
winner of the Global Prize for Sustainable 
Architecture. For more than two years together with wood 
and steel specialists they have been working on the design of 
what finally turned out to be a 42m long and 10m wide 
structure inspired by the shapes of the giant airships 
that began to cruise the skies at the dawn of the twentieth 
century. 

The shape of the zeppelin is symbolic. The early zeppelins 
represented the optimistic ideals of a new era of unprecedented technological 
advancements. With their remarkable monumentality and hypnotic dignity that would 
continue to fascinate generations to come long after they had vanished from the skies. 

The zeppelins have always embodied the eternal human desire to fly, and have 
represented a certain utopian ideal. The airship above the DOX Centre is to bear the 
name of one of the most famous characters in utopian literature. Gulliver will serve as 
a space for reading and public discussions of literature fiction, poetry and 
critical writing related to the themes of DOX’s exhibitions, which typically offer a 
critical view of particular aspects of the 
contemporary human situation. 

The Gulliver airship will officially open on 10 
– 11 December 2016. 

During its gala opening, the airship will be 
christened by internationally acclaimed 
writers and artists: Azar Nafisi, a professor of 
literature and aesthetics at Johns Hopkins 



University in Washington and the author of the successful book Reading Lolita in Tehran: 
A Memoir in Books (2003), which describes the two-year period prior to being forced to 
leave Iran in 1997. During this time she organized weekly debates in her Teheran home 
about forbidden Western authors, attended by her former students of literature form the 
University of Teheran. 

The other participant in the christening will be Patrik Ouředník, an author writing in 
Czech and French and living in France, where he immigrated in 1984. His works entitled 
Ad acta (2006), The Opportune Moment, 1855 (2006), and especially Europeana: A Brief 
History of the Twentieth Century  (2001), which was published in 23 languages, thus 
becoming the most-translated Czech books after 1989, have received great acclaim 
internationally. 

The opening will also be attended by Petr Sís, an internationally acclaimed Czech 
illustrator and author of children’s books living in New York, and Bill Shipsey, the 
founder of Art for Amnesty – Amnesty International's global artist engagement 
programme. 

During the evening, the Tapestry for Václav Havel will be presented, created according 
to an idea by Bill Shipsey and designed by Petr Sís for the new Václav Havel Building at 
the European Parliament in Strasbourg. 

An attendant exhibition will simultaneously open in the tower of the DOX Centre 
illustrating the thought process behind the airship’s creation, its sources of inspiration, its 
technical design, and the construction 
process. 

On Sunday, 11 December, a book 
reading and discussion with Azar 
Nafisi and Patrik Ouředník will be held 
in the airship. The capacity of both 
programmes is limited. 

Starting Monday, 12 December, the 
airship will be open to the public with 
paid admission during the gallery’s 
opening hours. 

 

LEOŠ VÁLKA (1953) left Czechoslovakia in 1981 and 
settled in Australia, where he started several successful 
companies specializing in construction, interior design, 
and development. In 1996 he moved back to Prague. With 
his business partner Robert Aafjes, he initiated and with 
the financial assistance of additional partners built the 
largest private exhibition institution in the Czech Republic. 
The DOX Centre for Contemporary Art in Prague’s 

Holešovice district opened in 2008. Today Leoš Válka serves as its director and chairman 
of the board. In 2011, based on a nomination by Václav Havel, he received an award 
from the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic for long-term merit in the area of fine 
art. 



MARTIN RAJNIŠ (1944) has left his mark in architecture around the 
world through prominent projects connected by the idea of long-term 
sustainability, ecology, and the concept of architecture as a tool for 
community and social development. His work is based on the philosophy 
of “natural architecture”.  He is the founder and head of the Martin Rajniš 
Architecture Guild. In 2014 he was awarded the Global Prize for 
Sustainable Architecture. He lives and works in Prague. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

High resolution photos are available for download at http://www.dox.cz/en/press  
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DOX Centre for Contemporary Art 
Poupětova 1, 170 00, Praha 7 
Opening hours: Mon 10am – 6pm, Tue closed, Wed&Fri 11am – 7pm, Thu 11am – 9pm, Sat&Sun 10am – 6pm. 

DOX Partners: The Capital City of Prague, Metrostav, The Ministry of Culture of the CR,  
Premiant City Tour 
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Idea & Concept:   Leoš Válka 

Architects: Martin Rajniš, Leoš Válka, David Kubík 

Project Designers / Planners: Dvořák & Partners 

Construction Design: Zbyněk Šrůtek – TIMBERDESIGN 

General Contractor: STYLBAU 


